FERC EQR
Meter Error Corrections
“It is Market Oversight staffs’ opinion that the PJM Real Time Meter Error Corrections do not reflect ENERGY as defined in the Data Dictionary. Further, we believe that these transactions should be filed under the Product Name OTHER (at least until such time a more appropriate Product Name is defined).

Per our current guidance, all transactions must have a corresponding contract on file. As such, each Seller that files PJM Real Time Meter Error Corrections should include transactions with the Product Name OTHER as well as a corresponding contract that specifies the Product Name OTHER. Such contracts must include an appropriate Rate Description such as PJM Real Time Meter Error Corrections as you specified in your example.”

* If needed for your compliance records, this FERC correspondence can be obtained by contacting K.C. Hairston at kchairston@balch.com.
FERC EQR Field Values - Contract

- Class Name: N/A
- Term Name: LT
- Increment Name: Y
- Increment Peaking Name: N/A
- Product Type Name: MB
- Product Name: OTHER
- Units: FLAT RATE
- Rate Description: Real Time Meter Error Correction
- Rate Units: FLAT RATE
- Point of Delivery Balancing Authority: PJM
FERC EQR Field Values - Transactions

Proposed Changes
• Class Name: N/A
• Increment Peaking Name: N/A
• Product Name: OTHER
• Transaction Quantity: 1
• Price: {MEC Total Amount}*
• Rate Units: FLAT RATE

* {values vary by transaction}

Currently used by PJM
• Class Name: BA
• Increment Peaking Name: FP
• Product Name: ENERGY
• Transaction Quantity: {MEC Qty}*
• Price: {MEC Price}*
• Rate Units: $/MWH